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a b s t r a c t

The second version of the atmospheric radiative transfer simulator, ARTS, is introduced.

This is a general software package for long wavelength radiative transfer simulations,

with a focus on passive microwave observations. The core part provides a workspace

environment, in line with script languages. New for this version is an agenda

mechanism that gives a high degree of modularity. The framework is intended to be

as general as possible: the polarisation state can be fully described, the model

atmosphere can be one- (1D), two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D), a full description

of geoid and surface is possible, observation geometries from the ground, from satellite,

and from aeroplane or balloon are handled, and surface reflection can be treated in

simple or complex manners. Remote sensing applications are supported by a compre-

hensive and efficient treatment of sensor characteristics. Jacobians can be calculated for

the most important atmospheric variables in non-scattering conditions. Finally, the

most prominent feature is the rigorous treatment of scattering that has been imple-

mented in two modules: a discrete ordinate iterative approach mainly used for 1D

atmospheres, and a Monte Carlo approach which is the preferred algorithm for 3D

atmospheres. ARTS is freely available, and maintained as an open-source project.

& 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

ARTS is a free open-source software program that
simulates atmospheric radiative transfer. It focuses on
thermal radiation from the microwave to the infrared
spectral range. Version 1.0 of ARTS [1], which handles
cases without scattering, was mainly developed between
2000 and 2005. It is well validated [2–4] and still used,
primarily for the analysis of ground-based and satellite-
based measurements in the millimetre/submillimetre
spectral region (e.g., [5–7]). A large part of its popularity is
due to the retrieval software Qpack [8], which uses ARTS as
ll rights reserved.

. Eriksson),
the forward model. But ARTS version 1.0 has also been used
for the simulation of clear-sky broadband energy fluxes in
the thermal infrared spectral range [9,10]. This model
version is below denoted as ART-1.

From 2002, the ARTS developer community became
increasingly interested in the remote sensing of clouds,
particularly ice clouds. A main driver was the ESA mission
proposal CIWSIR [11], a submillimetre instrument for the
characterisation of ice clouds, which required a radiative
transfer model that could simulate the scattering by ice
particles, including polarisation effects [12,13].

Another strong driver was the treatment of microwave
limb sounders: firstly for the analysis of cloud-affected
data from the MLS and Odin-SMR satellite instruments
[13–16]. Secondly, future limb sensors will sample the
atmosphere more densely in order to increase the ‘‘tomo-
graphic’’ capability. This and the scattering by clouds
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demand going beyond a 1D representation of the
atmosphere.

The interest in such atmospheric sounding techniques
led to an internal fork in the ARTS program development.
Active development shifted to version 1.1.x, which
included modules to simulate scattering by cloud parti-
cles and other significant improvements, while ART-1 was
maintained to provide a stable version for existing users.
The new version with scattering is now complete and
stable enough to fully replace the old version. We mark
this by calling the latest version ARTS 2.0. The purpose of
this article is to present ARTS 2.0, and gives an overview
of its features, strengths, and limitations. In the remaining
text ‘‘ARTS’’ refers to the latest 2.0 version.
2. Overview

2.1. Scope

The ambition is to accommodate simulations of any
type of passive longwave observation, and ARTS is
designed to have no limitations when it comes to the
representation of polarisation state, atmospheric fields
and geometrical aspects:
1.
 The Stokes formalism is used to describe polarisation
(Section 4.1).
2.
 The model atmosphere can be represented with a one-
(1D), two- (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) view
(Section 4.2).
3.
 No assumption of a ‘‘flat Earth’’, the geoid and the
surface are either spherical (by definition for 1D), or
can be given arbitrary shapes (Section 4.2).
4.
 Radiative transfer calculations can be made from any
position and along any direction, as long as the result-
ing calculations make sense with respect to the model
atmosphere (Section 4.5).

Individual functions can be limited to some configura-
tions, for example, the Monte Carlo scattering module
(Section 5.3.2) is restricted to 3D.

As mentioned, handling of scattering is a primary aim
of ARTS, where the goal is to allow arbitrary complex
scattering properties. This goal has been reached for
surface reflection (Section 5.4), but not completely for
particle scattering (Section 4.4). The development has so
far focused on exact algorithms and the model’s strongest
side is that complicated simulations can be performed in a
stringent manner. ARTS is thus primarily a research tool.
Speed has not been a primary objective, and extremely
fast, but approximative, algorithms like RTTOV [17] are
not in the scope of ARTS.

The software is mainly developed for remote sensing
applications, and an extensive support for inclusion of
sensor characteristics is provided (Section 5.5). In addi-
tion, weighting functions (also called Jacobians) [18,19]
can be obtained for a number of variables in non-scatter-
ing conditions.

ARTS comes with a small amount of input data. The
purpose of these data is to provide some usage examples,
and allows the developers to perform standardised tests
before committing changes of the code. Normally, the
user has to provide the bulk of input data, such as
temperatures, volume mixing ratios and spectroscopic
parameters. A noticeable exception is that a numb-
er of ‘‘absorption models’’ are built into the model
(Section 5.1).

2.2. Documentation

The efforts to document ARTS focus on the practical
usage of the software. This is mainly achieved through the
built-in documentation, that provides a definition and a
basic description of individual variables and methods.
This documentation can be browsed on-line at www.sat.
ltu.se/arts/docserver. An introduction to the usage of ARTS
on a system level is given by some example cases that are
distributed along with the source code.

This article provides a compact overview of ARTS.
A more detailed description can be found in the three
documents of guide type that are distributed with ARTS.
Model definitions and algorithms are described in the
‘‘ARTS user guide’’ (AUG). The ‘‘ARTS development guide’’
(ADG) gives practical information for the source code.
Background theory for some core subjects is provided by
the ‘‘ARTS theory document’’ (ATD). Some parts are
described further, or solely, by dedicated research articles
[20–23]. See further www.sat.ltu.se/arts/docs/. Download
instructions and technical specifications are found at
www.sat.ltu.se/arts/getarts/.

2.3. Supporting tools

Functions for creating input files and for reading
output files (for e.g. plotting) are provided for two popular
higher-level and interactive environments, Python
through PyARTS and Matlab through Atmlab. These
packages provide also additional features. For example,
PyARTS allows the calculation of particle optical proper-
ties using the T-matrix code by [24] and a new version of
Qpack is being implemented inside Atmlab. The packages
can be downloaded from the ARTS home page and are
documented separately.

3. The workspace

3.1. ARTS as a scripting language

One of the main goals in the ARTS development was to
make the program as flexible as possible, so that it can be
used for a wide range of applications and new features
can be added in a relatively simple manner. As a result,
ARTS behaves like a scripting language. An ARTS control-
file contains a sequence of instructions. When ARTS is
executed, the controlfile is parsed, and then the instruc-
tions are executed sequentially.

This feature is build around the ‘‘workspace’’ [1]. The
basic structure is unchanged from ARTS-1, but some
improvements have been introduced. Regarding the
‘‘workspace variables’’, the set of variables is now not
fixed. The user is free to specify new variables as part of
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the controlfile operations. User-defined variables can
replace any of the predefined variables as long as they
are of the same type.

The syntax around the ‘‘workspace methods’’ is also
somewhat changed. This change is not described here, it
should be clear from the on-line documentation and the
example cases (Section 2.2).

3.2. Agendas

It became increasingly clear that the workspace meth-
ods alone do not provide the flexibility sought. In order to
avoid increasingly complex methods, the concept of
agendas was introduced. An agenda is a user-defined list
of workspace methods, which are executed in sequence to
calculate a predefined set of workspace variables from a
predefined set of input (workspace) variables. As an
example, the absorption is handled by an agenda. Several
radiative transfer methods use this agenda as an input
variable. When they need local absorption coefficients for
a point in the atmosphere, they execute the agenda with
the local pressure, temperature, and trace gas volume
mixing ratio values as inputs. The agenda then provides
absorption coefficients as output. If the absorption is
extracted from a pre-calculated lookup table or is calcu-
lated from basic spectroscopic data (Section 5.1) depends
on which methods the user has elected to include in the
agenda.

4. Model definitions and input

This section gives some basic model definitions, and
comments on mandatory and other input of general
character required for a model run. Units used for ARTS
specific input and output files, as well as internal defini-
tions of variables, follow the SI system.

4.1. Radiative transfer, nomenclature and variables

ARTS describes (spectral) radiances using the Stokes
vector, I. The calculations can be selected to treat one to
four elements of the Stokes vector, all methods adjust
automatically to this choice. The phrase ‘‘scalar radiative
transfer’’ refers to the case when just the first Stokes
vector element is considered. The other options are all
termed as vector radiative transfer. The four elements of
the Stokes vector, I¼[I,Q,U,V]T, are defined as

I¼ Ivþ Ih ¼ Iþ453þ I�453 ¼ Ilhcþ Irhc , ð1Þ

Q ¼ Iv�Ih, ð2Þ

U ¼ Iþ453�I�453 , ð3Þ

V ¼ Ilhc�Irhc , ð4Þ

where Iv, Ih, Iþ453 , and I�453 are the intensity of the
component linearly polarised at the vertical, horizontal,
þ451 and �451 direction, respectively, and Irhc and Ilhc are
the intensity for the right- and left-hand circular compo-
nents. The definition used here follows [24], see also ATD.
Accordingly, I is the total radiance and the other Stokes
elements give the difference between two orthogonal
components. Individual components are extracted as
combinations of I and the other elements, e.g.

Iv ¼ ðIþQ Þ=2: ð5Þ

The standard vector radiative transfer equation (VRTE)
for cases involving multiple scattering is [24]

dIðn,r,n̂Þ

ds
¼�Kðn,r,n̂ÞIðn,r,n̂Þþaðn,r,n̂ÞBðn,rÞ

þ

Z
4p

dn̂
0
Zðn,r,n̂,n̂

0
ÞIðn,r,n̂

0
Þ, ð6Þ

where n is the frequency, r represents the atmospheric
position, n̂ is the propagation direction (at r), s is the
distance along n̂, K is the extinction matrix, a is the
absorption vector, B is the Planck function and Z is
the phase (or scattering) matrix. This equation assumes
local thermodynamic equilibrium and that the scattering
events can be treated as incoherent.

Eq. (6), or some simplified version of it, is solved,
giving simulated radiances. The inclusion of sensor char-
acteristics requires that radiative transfer calculations are
performed for a set of monochromatic frequencies, the
frequency grid, and a number of pencil beams (Section
5.5). The frequency grid is a primary input variable; it
determines the frequencies for which absorption and
radiative transfer are calculated. The propagation through
the atmosphere of the unscattered, but possibly refracted,
pencil beam is below denoted as the propagation path.

4.2. Atmospheric and surface variables

Atmospheric quantities can be defined to vary in one,
two and three dimensions. The atmospheric dimension-
ality can thus be 1D, 2D or 3D. Pressure is the vertical
coordinate in all cases. The two horizontal dimensions for
3D coincide with standard latitude and longitude. The
second dimension for 2D is for simplicity denoted as
latitude, but is not demanded to have a direct geophysical
interpretation. This latitude can, for example, represent
the angular distance inside the plane of a satellite orbit.

Each (active) atmospheric dimension has an associated
grid. This gives an atmospheric grid mesh, for which
temperature, geometrical altitude (above the geoid) and
the volume mixing ratio for the species must be specified.
The basic definition of the model atmosphere is com-
pleted by the geoid radius and the surface altitude, as a
function of latitude and longitude.

The minimum value of the pressure grid sets the upper
limit of the model atmosphere (vacuum assumed above).
The lower limit for the calculation is set by the ground,
which constitutes a surface (with arbitrary topography) at
the boundary or inside the atmospheric domain. The
atmosphere is undefined outside the latitude and long-
itude grid ranges.

4.3. Radiative transfer domains

The default assumptions are that scattering can be
neglected, and that absorption and emission are unpolarised.
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More complicated calculation conditions are restricted to a
special domain of the atmosphere, introduced initially to
handle cloud scattering and consequently called the ‘‘cloud-
box’’. For simplicity, the calculations outside the cloudbox are
denoted as ‘‘clear sky’’.

The vertical limits of the cloudbox are two pressure
surfaces. For 1D, the cloudbox extends around the model
planet, as implied by the spherical symmetry for this case.
For higher atmospheric dimensions, the horizontal limits
are found at latitude and longitude grid points. The
cloudbox can extend below the surface, or be restricted
to the atmosphere. The surface is allowed to cause both
scattering and polarisation effects outside the cloudbox.

4.4. Particle optical properties

The optical properties of cloud droplets and ice crystals
(K, a and Z; see Eq. (6)) are required as input for scattering
calculations. They have to be pre-calculated outside the
ARTS program.

For liquid water clouds the droplets are in good approx-
imation of spherical shape and the optical properties can be
computed using the well known Mie theory [25]. The
Atmlab toolbox includes a Mie program [26] to generate
optical properties of spherical particles. Ice crystals have
complex hexagonal shapes like solid columns, plates, aggre-
gates, etc. The PyARTS package provides tools for the
calculation of optical properties of aspherical particles
(cylinders, plates, and spheroids) which may be used as
approximations for the complex ice crystal shapes. PyARTS
uses the T-matrix codes by [24].

ARTS offers the possibility to define an arbitrary
number of particle types. For each particle type the user
needs to define the particle number density field, so that
the desired mixture is obtained. Size and shape are not
specified specifically. Instead, each particle type is defined
by its single scattering properties. A common assumption
is that aspherical cloud particles are randomly oriented,
this is one of the options in ARTS. A special feature of
ARTS is that it also allows to include oriented, more
specifically horizontally aligned, particles. Arbitrarily
oriented particles can in principle easily be implemented
in ARTS, but it is not done yet for the practical reason that
the optical properties for arbitrarily oriented particles
require a huge amount of computational memory. See
further AUG and [27].

4.5. Observation geometry

There are no intrinsic limitations for the observation
geometry. Radiative transfer can be performed for any
position inside and above the model atmosphere, and
with arbitrary observation direction, as long as the radia-
tive transfer does not reach undefined parts of the atmo-
sphere (Section 4.2). As long as this constraint is met, the
observation position can be outside the horizontal region
covered by the latitude and longitude grids. This option is
useful for satellite limb sounding where the distance
between the sensor and the practical atmospheric entry
point can exceed 1500 km.
The observation geometry is defined by combinations of
sensor position and line-of-sight (LOS). The term sensor is
used here, but this can be a hypothetical instrument obser-
ving monochromatic radiances. Inclusion of sensor character-
istics is discussed in Section 5.5. The vertical coordinate used
for the sensor position is the radius (distance from the
origin). Horizontal position is defined by latitude and
longitude.

The LOS is specified by a zenith angle, and for 3D also
an azimuth angle. The zenith angle is the angle between
the observation direction and the radial unit vector. This
angle is inside the range [01,1801]. For 2D, zenith angles
down to �1801 are also defined, where a positive/nega-
tive value signifies an observation direction towards
higher/lower latitudes. The azimuth angle is defined as
the clockwise angle between the observation direction
and meridional plane north of the observation point.
Westward observations have negative azimuth angles
and the allowed range is [�1801,1801].

ARTS is designed to handle a complete measurement
sequence by default, and the involved variables can hold a
series of position and LOS combinations. Each combination of
position and LOS is denoted as a measurement block. This
reflects that the operations for a single position and LOS
combination can involve numerous radiance calculations,
and that the output can correspond to several measurement
spectra. A static sensor is assumed inside each measurement
block and any shift of the observation position requires a
new such block. See further Section. 5.5.
5. Calculation algorithms

5.1. Gas absorption

The actual gas absorption calculation routines in ARTS are
identical to those in ARTS-1 [1]. In particular, ARTS can do
line-by-line absorption calculations, but includes also some
predefined complete absorption models and continua. The
absorption can be calculated explicitly for each position along
the propagation path, that gives highest possible accuracy
but slow calculations. As a more rapid alternative, a lookup
table approach has been implemented, which stores pre-
calculated absorption cross-sections as a function of pressure,
temperature, and water vapour concentration [28].

5.2. Ray tracing

The radiative transfer equation is solved along a pre-
calculated propagation path. Such a path is basically
described by a set of positions and the distance between
these points. The ray inside each grid box is calculated
separately. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the
DOIT algorithm (Section 5.3.2) operates only with such
local propagation paths. Secondly, interpolation tends to
cause a smoothing of atmospheric structures and to
decrease this effect it is desirable that the propagation
points include all crossings with the atmospheric grids.
A step-wise approach is then required, considering that
these points cannot be calculated in an analytical manner
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with refraction. The same applies for the crossings with
pressure surfaces, even without refraction, as ARTS allows
the radius for each surface to vary.

The details of the path calculations are described in
AUG, and are not repeated here. Refraction is so far only
handled in a very straightforward, but inefficient, way,
and further work is needed on this point.

5.3. Radiative transfer algorithms

5.3.1. Clear-sky

As described in Section 4.3, the term ‘‘clear sky’’ refers in
ARTS to the domain outside the cloudbox. For this domain it
is assumed that the scattering can be neglected and that the
absorption (and thus also emission) is unpolarised. However,
the radiative transfer must be performed in a vector manner
to correctly propagate polarisation effects generated inside
the cloudbox and by the surface.

This part is totally reimplemented but the calculations
are basically performed as in ARTS-1, including the
calculation of weighting functions [1]. As emission is
unpolarised for this domain, only transmission has to be
considered for the Q, U and V elements of the Stokes
vector (i.e. the Beer–Lambert law). An analytical approach
can be used for the weighting functions of some variables,
so far implemented in ARTS for gas concentrations and
atmospheric temperatures (neglecting non-local effects
due to refraction and hydrostatic equilibrium).

5.3.2. Cloud scattering

The most unique feature of ARTS is the possibility to
handle scattering in a rigorous manner. In fact, two algo-
rithms that solve the VRTE (Eq. (6)) have been implemented
as part of the development of ARTS. One of the algorithms is
based on a Discrete Ordinate ITerative (DOIT) scheme [20].
The second algorithm applies Monte Carlo (MC) integration
with importance sampling [21]. The DOIT scheme calculates
the entire radiation field within the ‘‘cloudbox’’ and is the
preferred method for 1D calculations. The MC scheme
calculates the Stokes’ vector for only a single viewing direc-
tion, but, due to the efficiency of Monte Carlo methods for
highly dimensioned integration, is the preferred method for
3D calculations. The MC algorithm is not confined to the
cloudbox, and handles surface effects in a similar fashion to
cloud scattering and emission. Also, if desired, scalar antenna
response functions can be handled by Monte Carlo integra-
tion over viewing directions.

DOIT and MC make use of the general features of ARTS
described in this article, and we refer to [20,21], AUG and
ATD for details of the specific algorithms. Both DOIT and
MC have been applied for theoretical studies, as well as
practical retrievals, for example [11,15,29–32] and
[14,33,13,34,16], respectively.

5.4. Surface scattering

The Stokes vector for upwelling radiation from the
surface, Iu, in the direction of n̂, is calculated as

Iu
ðn,n̂Þ ¼ Ie

ðn,n̂Þþ

Z
2p

dn̂
0
Rðn,n̂,n̂

0
ÞId
ðn,n̂

0
Þ

� Ie
ðn,n̂Þþ

Xn

i ¼ 1

Riðn,n̂,n̂
0
ÞId

i ðn,n̂
0
Þ: ð7Þ

The first term, Ie, is the surface emission for the direction
of concern. The second term treats the reflection of down-
welling radiation, where we use a discrete approximation.
This equation can be compared to the last term of Eq. (6),
that describes scattering into the line-of-sight. The main
differences are that this integration is performed only
over a half sphere and R is denoted as the bidirectional
polarised reflectance distribution function (BPDF).

Accordingly, the down-welling radiation, Id, is calcu-
lated for n directions, giving Id

i . The set of Id
i is weighted

with the matrices Ri that are a combination of the BPDF
and the solid beam angle that each direction i represents.

The down-welling term of Eq. (7) vanishes if the
surface is treated to be a blackbody. For surfaces that
can be treated as lacking roughness, n is one and n̂

0
is the

specular direction. The required value for n and the best
selection of the n̂

0
-directions for other situations is open

for experimentation. Methods for blackbody, specular and
Lambertian surface conditions have been implemented
(applied equations found in AUG).

As noted in Section 5.3.2, the MC algorithm has its own
way of handling surface scattering: using Monte Carlo
integration to evaluate the integral in Eq. (7).

5.5. Sensor characteristics

Several instrumental effects can be expressed asZ
rðxÞIðxÞ dx, ð8Þ

where r is the instrument’s response function, I is the
radiance and x is the frequency or some other variable,
depending on which response that is treated. The normal
case is that simulations are repeated for the same sensor
characteristics, and a direct implementation of Eq. (8) is
normally not most efficient. In practise, I is a discrete
quantity, and we have a set of values Ii. The approach
taken in ARTS is based on the observation that the
practical calculation of Eq. (8) can be written asX

i

hiIi: ð9Þ

This expression assumes that r is independent of I, which
is generally valid. The summation weights hi are pre-
calculated and stored in a matrix H. The H of each sensor
component can be calculated separately:

H¼Hn . . .H2H1, ð10Þ

where n is the number of sensor components considered.
The inclusion of sensor characteristics is then simply
made as

y¼Hi, ð11Þ

where i is a vector, where the Stokes vectors from each
monochromatic radiance calculation are appended, and y
is the final ‘‘measurement vector’’. This approach was
introduced by [35] and elaborated further in [22].

The method presented in [23] to efficiently handle
broadband infrared channels is also implemented in ARTS.
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The approach can be seen as an extension of Eq. (11),
where the frequencies of i and the ‘‘weights’’ in H are
selected in parallel. The aim is to approximate Eq. (8)
over a large range of atmospheric conditions with the
lowest possible number of monochromatic frequencies
(length of i).

5.6. Transmission and batch calculations

The standard ARTS case is measurements of direct or
scattered emission, but also pure transmission calcula-
tions can be treated. For example, it possible to simulate
solar occultation and satellite-to-satellite transmissions.
This includes particle effects, as long as the (re-)scattering
into the line-of-sight can be neglected.

ARTS includes now a very general mechanism for
batch calculations. This is handled by an agenda (Section
3.2) that contains the methods that should be executed
for each batch case. Batch calculations are particularly
efficient with absorption lookup tables (Section 5.1), since
the table has to be calculated (or read from file) only once,
and can then be used for all cases. A typical application of
this is to simulate satellite measurements for a large
number of atmospheric scenarios.

5.7. Radiance units

The flexibility of ARTS has the consequence that there
is no fixed unit for the measurement vector y. The unit
depends primarily on the method selected to set the
emission source term, but the sensor response matrix
(H) can also include operations that change the unit.

The standard definition inside ARTS of the Planck
function is

BðTÞ ¼
2hn3

c2ðexpðhn=kBTÞ�1Þ
, ð12Þ

where h is the Planck constant, c is the speed of light and
kB is the Boltzmann constant. This expression gives the
(total) power per unit frequency per unit area per solid
angle and the resulting unit is W/(m2 Hz sr). As long as
Eq. (12) is followed, ARTS supports conversion to the
following units:

W/(m2 m sr), power per unit wavelength per unit area
per solid angle;
W/(m2 m�1 sr), as above but per unit wavenumber;
RJBT, brightness temperature (TB) following the Rayleigh–
Jeans approximation of the Planck function [K];
PlanckBT, brightness temperature following the Planck
function [K].

The two first conversions correspond to linear mappings,
and a common rescaling factor can be applied for all
Stokes elements, polarisation components and the Jaco-
bian. The conversion to brightness temperatures is more
complex. In the text below, all primed quantities
(I0,Q 0,Iv

0, . . .) refer to brightness temperatures (RJ or
Planck), whereas all unprimed quantities (I, Q, Iv,y) refer
to radiances.
5.7.1. Stokes element I

The first Stokes element is converted to PlanckBT by
inverting Eq. (12),

I0 ¼ B�1ðIÞ ¼
hn

kBlnððpnhn3=c2IÞþ1Þ
, ð13Þ

while the conversion to RJBT uses the standard approx-
imative expression

I0 ¼
c2

pnn2kB
I: ð14Þ

The factor pn, representing the number of polarisation
modes [36], is introduced for reasons of generality (see
below). For I, pn¼2 in both equations above (to match
Eq. (12)).

The conversion of the Jacobian to PlanckBT requires
further considerations. The derivative of a radiance in
PlanckBT, with respect to a variable x, can be formulated as

@I0

@x
¼
@B�1ðIÞ

@x
¼
@B�1ðIÞ

@I

@I

@x
: ð15Þ

The term @I=@x is the weighting function for the original
unit, that shall be converted to PlanckBT. The conversion
term can be derived to be

@B�1

@I
¼

kB½B
�1ðIÞ�2

hnIð1þðc2I=2hn3ÞÞ
: ð16Þ

5.7.2. Stokes elements Q, U and V

The conversion of Q, U and V to RJBT is made exactly as
for I. That is, Eq. (14) is applied with pn¼2. This deviates
from e.g. [36] (setting pn¼1 for these Stokes elements),
but is preferred for reasons of generality. A practical
consideration for the Stokes vector is that the ratio
between the elements must be the same independent of
the selected unit. Otherwise it would be needed to adapt
optical properties, e.g. K (Eq. (6)), to the selected unit.
Another way to express this is that, in the Rayleigh–Jeans
limit, the same result shall be obtained if Eq. (12) is used
and radiances are converted to RJBT, as if the emission
source term (B) is replaced by the physical temperature
(T). ARTS allows the latter, see [37] for a discussion of this
choice. (It should be noted that these two options do not
generally give the same TB.)

As Eq. (13) is a non-linear mapping, it cannot be
applied directly on Q, U and V. To maintain the basic
properties of the Stokes vector, Q is converted to PlanckBT
as (cf. Eqs. (2) and (5))

Q 0 ¼ B�1ð½IþQ �=2Þ�B�1ð½I�Q �=2Þ: ð17Þ

The conversion of weighting functions must be done in a
similar manner

@Q 0

@x
¼

@B�1

@I

����
ðIþQ Þ=2

þ
@B�1

@I

����
ðI�Q Þ=2

" #
@Q

@x
: ð18Þ

The elements U and V are treated likewise.

5.7.3. Individual polarisation components

The measurement vector y can contain either Stokes
elements (I, Q,y) or individual polarisation components
(Iv, Ih,y, see Section 4.1). In the later case this is taken as a
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calibrated observation and, as the data correspond to a
single polarisation mode, the conversion to TB must be
adapted. The reference for the conversion is then the
blackbody radiation for a single polarisation mode, that is
a factor 2 smaller than Eq. (12). The conversion from
radiance to TB is thus made through Eqs. (13) and (14)
with pn¼1.

If individual polarisation components are extracted
outside ARTS, it is important to note that the definitions
above have the consequence that Eq. (5) cannot be
applied if the data have been converted to TB. As example,
the brightness temperature for the vertical linear compo-
nent is obtained as

Iv
0 ¼ I0 þQ 0, ð19Þ

which differs from Eq. (5) with a factor of 2.
6. Conclusions

The first version of ARTS (ARTS-1) was a traditional
microwave to infrared clear-sky forward model; it was 1D
and had no treatment of scattering. The main novelty of
ARTS-1 was the introduction of the workspace. However,
the ambition of easily extendable software was not fully
met by ARTS-1, and the concept was for this version
extended by an agenda mechanism. Our experience so far
is that the desired degree of modularity has been reached.

The new ARTS version (2.0) is a state-of-the-art radia-
tive transfer model for the thermal spectral region, as it
combines the following features:
�
 The model atmosphere can be 1D, 2D or 3D. Tomo-
graphic limb sounding retrievals require 2D or 3D, and
rigorous cloud scattering simulations are only
possible in 3D.

�
 Spherical geoid and surface are throughout default. For

2D and 3D more complex topography are also possible.
A ‘‘flat Earth’’ is not a viable option for limb sounding.

�
 Radiative transfer can be made for 1–4 Stokes

elements. Polarisation effects can thus be fully described.

�
 Basically no restriction in complexity of surface reflec-

tion (but is currently handled only in a simplistic
manner).

�
 For particle single scattering properties, not only the

standard assumption of spherical or completely
randomly oriented particles, but also the case of
horizontally aligned particles is handled.

�
 Two modules for solving radiative transfer with parti-

cle scattering: MC [21] and DOIT [20]. Both modules
lack intrinsic approximations, and have been verified
by practical retrievals [15,16].

�
 Sensor responses can be incorporated in an efficient

manner [22,23].

Another way to judge the scientific merits of ARTS-2.0 is
the fact that it has already been used for a number of
scientific publications. Direct usage of ARTS-2.0 includes
[11,13–16,29–34,38–44], and indirect usage is found in
yet more journal articles.
The main limitations of ARTS-2.0 are
�
 Physical mechanisms not yet implemented include
non-local thermodynamic equilibrium and polarised
gas absorption.

�
 Particle single scattering properties must be calculated

externally.

�
 Extremely fast calculations are not within the present

scope of ARTS. The same applies to calculation of
radiative fluxes and cooling rates.

�
 Weighting functions can be obtained, but so far only

for a limited number of variables under non-scattering
conditions.

The web address for ARTS is www.sat.ltu.se/arts, where
the software can be downloaded freely and additional
documentation is found. Please, note the ‘‘code of con-
duct’’ found on the web site, asking users to cite this and
the relevant module specific articles (at the time of
writing: [20–23,28]).
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